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1.

ILLUSTRATION 
Digital illustrations, Watercolour, 
Gouache, collages. 

Illustrated 
Master Plan 

‘Repose by the Waters’, is a bespoke Villa 

development surrounded by the calming 

nature of water. With vast water channels 

by(alongside) each plot and homes 

built with locally sourced material, luxury 

and wonderment become an everyday 

occurreWnce.

The illustrated master plan for Repose by the 

Waters by Suryam developers was made for 

the project during an internship with Akash 

Raj Halankar. The plan demonstrated the 

different plots available in the project, plus an 

idea of the waterfront and trees. 

Illustrations
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Full spread illustrated elevation to reflect life 

at Repose by the Water and the different 

trees found there. 

Illustrations
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Digital Illustrations

Illustrations

Coverpage for the bi-weekly newsletter, IPSUM

Character 'Hammy Cheekman' with context, made during a character design workshop. 
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Illustrations by hand 
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Scanned with CamScanner

Illustrations

Illustration series based in my grandmother. 
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Portraits 

Illustrations

Nishi Relia, charcoal on paper
Pragya Bandhopadhyay, Gouacge on paper. 
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UI/UX DESIGN  
'Findaloo' an app to find, review, add and 
presave public toilets around you. 

2.

FindaLoo is a public toilet finder 
where a users location is 
identified or one can put it in 
any location and find public 
toilets/toilets in restaurants, 
hotels, and business complexes 
that are accessible to use.

Not only the location and 
directions but also this app 
gives all adequate information 
about that particular toilet, its 
features, water, soap, 
cleanliness whether it is 

payable, whether it is Indian or 
western, or if it has a facility for 
handicapped people. It also 
provides ratings and comments 
from people who have used this 
toilet.

In this app, one can mention if 
they have used a particular 
toilet and rate it and comment 
on it. They can also pre-look for 
toilets and save certain toilets.

19UI/UX Design
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User Persona & wireframes

UI/UX DesignUI/UX Design
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App Screens 

 

App Prototype

Icons

Scan the QR code to experience 

the app design on your phone. 

UI/UX Design
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PHOTOGRAPHY  
'Sandhya' a photojournal, documenting my 
mother's work as a doctor in the brothels. 

3.

Photography
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PUBLICATION DESIGN 

4.

“In the Brothels of Turbhe” a book designed to highlight 
the daily lives of sex workers of Turbhe, Mumbai

In the Brothels: Turbhe 

This publication design project is an extension of my 

photography project where I documented a red loght 

area in Turbhe. In this publication I put light on the sex 

worker's daily lives, their struggles, interventions in the 

brothels and how one can reach out to help.  The photos 

used in the book are from the project 'Sandhya' but are 

treated to respect the privacy of the sex workers. 

Treatment of images

Cover page

Publication Design
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ANIMATION
“Animated short clip- "Pink & Blue"

5.

Two childhood friends, Tara and Emily, 

both queer, explore the dynamics of their 

relationship, and their own battle with each 

other through various stages of life, from 

childhood innocence to teen exploration.

Final Film: 

Animation 
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IDENTITY DESIGN & 
BRANDING

6.

A collaborative project to create an identity for 
Department of Design, starting with a logo.

164 165

FINAL FORM AND FORM IN 
REVERSE

This form was finalised and was also selected by a 
pol held in the class, as the form that the group will 
take forward.

Lockup exploration

Final Form & Form in reverse

The brand personality according to the 

brief is thriving, professional, collaborative, 

exuberant, avant-garde, distinctive 

and promising. Through this form, the 

collaborative nature of the institute is 

highlighted as there are a lot of elements 

coming together in a composition. 

Identity Design
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Final Logo

178 179

Final Logo and subsets

186 187

Final Collaterals

186 187

Final Collaterals

186 187

Final Collaterals

186 187

Final Collaterals

188 189

Collaterals 

188 189

188 189

Identity Design

Badges

Tote bags

Notebooks

T-shirts

Pouch Stationery
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Visiting card

Banner

Posters

Yearbook


